
WWhhaatt  yyoouu  tthhiinnkk  iiss  yyoouurr  pprroobblleemm  iiss  ……    

NNoott  yyoouurr  pprroobblleemm!!  
 

 

 

Life as a human is interesting ... in 

many ways! We’re constantly being 

tested from all angles ... tests to keep 

us learning, keep us growing and 

keep us stretching ourselves to be 

better. Have you ever wondered why 

certain ‘problems’ keep reccuring in 

your life? The answer is simple ... 

challenges & tests will continue to 

happen until you learn the lesson and 

make the changes you need to make. 

The first step is to make sure you 

know what the underlying problem 

really is! 

 

Towards the end of my football career, as I was surging towards the ripe old age 
of 35, I began to suffer from regular soft tissue injuries. I’d strain a hamstring here 
and a calf muscle there. Simple logic told me that if I have a hamstring injury then 
I need to treat that area of my body ... made sense to me! So I went to the 
physiotherapist who would massage the direct area, give me ultra-sound 
treatment on that injured spot, give me stretches to do and prescribe me with 
anti-inflammory tablets. 
 
After a few weeks of this treatment I was fit and 
ready to play again. Then not long into my first 
game back ... guess what? It happened again ... the 
same injury in the same area! I went back to the 
same physiotherapist for the same diagnosis and 
received the same treatment. Again, after a few 
weeks I was back on the ground but ... not for long! 
This kept happening time and time and time again 
... it was incredibly frustrating! 
 
I finally came to the realisation that this wasn’t working ... I’ve always been a slow 
learner! I finally found a physiotherapist who did things differently. I explained the 
situation to her and, to my surprise, she didn’t even look at my hamstring ... she 
looked at my lower back! She told me that what I thought was the problem (the 
hamstring) wasn’t the problem at all ... it was a referred condition stemming from 
a lower back instability. She treated my back and like magic ... my hamstring 
issues were solved! 

 

Look below the surface ... 
I love telling this story about the girl who was in the audience of a talk I once did. I 
was talking about being leaner, fitter & healthier and the importance of focussing 

 



attention on the right things ... that is, the desired actions and results! She came 
to me after the talk and told me about an experience she had with a weight loss 
company (that shall remain nameless!). 
 

She was instructed to put a ‘fat photo’ of herself 
on the fridge and look at it everyday so she could 
see what she was working hard to avoid. She 
diligently got up everyday, looked at this photo ... 
determined to never look like that again. She’d 
then get into her low fat diet and intense exercise 
regime. After a few weeks of doing everything she 
was told ... she had put on 5kg! 

 
She assumed the problem was that she wasn’t being strict enough ... so she 
started looked at the photo on the fridge multiple times per day and was even 
stricter with her eating & exercise. About two months later, not only had she not 
lost any weight, she actually put on more weight and weighed exactly the same 
as she did when that photo (on the fridge) was taken! What the ... !! 
 
She was under the impression that her problem was lack of discipline, poor diet 
and not enough exercise. She was advised poorly! Her problem was actually none 
of those things ... she was focussing on the wrong thing without understanding 
how her brain works. As a result of focussing on the ‘fat photo’ everyday ... her 
unconscious mind got to work to bring that into reality. 
 

Where is your problem actually stemming from? 
I’ve always had a good work ethic … the legacy of a professional football career. I 
was however, for many years, under the impression that simply working harder 
was the solution to any problem. I was working many hours in my personal 
training career trying to get ahead financially … but not achieving my goals. I 
mistakenly thought the problem was that I wasn’t working hard enough! 
 
I decided to buy a café and for the next 2 years I worked 7 days per week and 15 
hours per day! After 2 years I was in close to $100,000 debt!! In addition to 
blaming myself … I blamed the weather, the competition, our location and 
anything else I could think of! What I thought was the problem, most certainly, 
wasn’t the problem. My thinking was the problem … when I stopped working 
harder, started thinking differently and working smarter everything changed! 
 
What are you struggling with at the moment that either … keeps coming back or 
won’t go away? What are you working hard to achieve but just don’t seem to be 
getting any closer to a successful outcome. You know there is a problem … don’t 
you? If by trying to solve what you perceive is the problem isn’t giving you long 
term success then …you haven’t yet identified the actual problem.  
 
Stop … think about where the issue is stemming from … is it referred from 
something else, is it the result of erroneous thinking or is it simply focussing on 
the wrong things? When you can identify the actual problem, you’ll be able solve 
it, learn the lesson and move on to great success in your life! 
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